ABSTRACT UCRL-19710 Recently Regge effects have been studied in weak amplitudes by describing the final state strong interaction with a Regge pole at J = ¢(t). In particular, it has been shown that the 40uble helicity flip amplitude Al(s,t) for the process Yn ~ Yn has a moving pole at J = ¢(t) -2 and a fixed pole at J = -1, and that the
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Here, T is the amplitude for IT --' > rrrr, !-LV I is the sum of irreducible graphs for IT --'>rrrr, and T is the off-shell rrrr scattering amplitude, with T (6,R,P)
After, making the projection 
The internal momenta of integration are replaced. by Sudakov variables defined by
where K is a two dimensional space-like vector perpendicular to· Pl,P2. .The momentum transfer can be written as t (6) but for. simplicity we will take t == O. Then, the energy variabies of
We also need the projection of onto P P. Since
and the amplitude T satisfies
We shall also write T as 13
.
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To extract the large s behavior of Al(s,t), it is convenient to perf'ormsome integrations explicitly. To do this, note ll that the denominators in Eq. (7) vanish over certain regions in the real a,~ plane, as shown in Fig. 3 . In particular, we see that the important region of' integration is the region
To express this more precisely, consider the integral (9). As Al(s,t) (7), we see that i t comes from that region of integration where the energy s2 flowing through the Reggeon is large (of order s), \ an4 the energy sl through the left side of the diagram is small.
Ordinarily, the presence of the Reggeon would lead to behavior ~~t(O). This can be evaluated exactly by picking up the pole in ex from the term sl. However, it is considerably easier to evaluate this contribution if we reverse the roles of ex and (3 by integrating on -1 < ex < 0 and picking up the pole in (3 from (Fig. 5) . One might argue that in so doing we are double counting the region of integration -as + K + Ml
We see that A(szO) has a fixed pole at J =, -1, and this comes from t.hat The amplitude 2 A(s,k ) 
Then
To extract the asymptotic behavior of G (~), we again set
PI -P2 = pi 0 -: -+ P2 ( :
Again performing the integration on 0: explicitly, 
The main contribution to the 13 integration comes from the region o < 13< E (see Fig. 7) , where E is a small fixed number 6
This is the general type of result we wished to obtain. For the special case when A(s,t') is a simple Regge pole, 
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